
Afternoon update 2/17/21 
  
Harper City did not stay in power long. It was energized at 5:00 PM yesterday and lasted until the 
freezing rain brought down the static wire on the transmission. LCRA is working on the line and there is 
no ERT for restoration of service.  
 
We are expecting temperatures in the low 20’s tonight and possibility of freezing fog and snow early 
Thursday. We did see the roads thaw today which made getting around easier.  
 
ERCOT (Electric Reliability Council of Texas) continues to call for rolling outages to reduce demand based 
on available resources. The rolling outages continue to impact Kerrville, Fredericksburg east and west 
sides of town, Castell, Comfort, Sisterdale, Llano, Cherokee, Sunrise Beach and Kingsland. We were able 
to restore some areas that had no service on substations with rolling outages so they can get some heat 
and water. CTEC worked with Sunrise Beach on getting service back to their water pumps so they can 
start filling water storage even with rolling outages.  
 
We continued today to restore power where repairs can be made quickly and get service restored. Wolf 
Creek Substation was one of those areas and serves James Avery, Terra Linda, and Whiskey Canyon. We 
have not been able to get into this area due to the car pileup that occurred on Hwy 16 earlier in the ice 
storm. As the snow and ice thaw, we now are having to use a bulldozer to access some locations, 
slowing repairs.  
 
The Bluffton and Tow areas have been out due to a failed substation transformer in the Bluffton 
Substation. A mobile substation is being installed to restore service to that area. The rolling transmission 
outages are impacting our ability to get connected to the grid and make sure our equipment will not be 
damaged.  
 
Contract crews continue to work in Harper and northwest of Fredericksburg (Cherry Mountain Loop 
area) to get a long stretch of 60 poles replaced. The heavy ice has made all this effort very difficult.  
CTEC assessment teams will be in some of the areas hardest hit and will be making material list and 
needs to make repairs. Some of these areas have reports of up to 20 poles down in one location. 
Restoration will be slow and take us days to complete repairs and restore service.  
 
Crews continue to work safely and focus on task at hand. Slick footing, slippery roads, and falling ice 
covered tree limbs are the biggest hazards we face based on location work assessment.  

 

CTEC crews continue to work diligently to address outages. Unfortunately, because of the amount of 

damage to the infrastructure, we cannot give members who are out of power an estimated time of 

restoration. CTEC is expecting more crews from other companies to come help with the restoration 

process; however, these extra crews are not expected to arrive here until next week at the earliest. If 

you have a medical condition it is suggested you move to safe location. CTEC service crews and office 

personnel are working 24/7 to restore power as quickly and safely as possible. 


